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Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) investigated foreign technologies for
the International Technology Exchange Division (ITED) that could be matched
with possible hosts for demonstrations. At least one international technology
demonstration at a Department of Defense (DoD) site in a European country was
planned. Efforts were made to coordinate cooperative technology demonstra-
tions between the Department of Energy (DOE) and Taiwan.

Activit2es

A status briefing was presented to the Office of Environmental Management,
Office of Technical Development (EM-50) in December 1992, with U.S. Army
representatives present. The Status of Forces Agreement and Supplementary
Agreements require that any major construction in Germany be performed by
German construction companies. Environmental restoration (ER) has been
declared to be a major construction activity in Germany, so most required DoD
ER work accomplished with U.S. funds is performed by passing funds to the
German government, who contracts the work to German industry.

During the briefing, two other potential ER demonstration sites were discussed:
(1) those developed by North Atlantic Treaty Organization/Committee on the
Challenges of Modem Society (NATO/CCMS) and (2) former Soviet military
sites. Dr. Frank indicated that Hazardous Waste Remedial Actions Program
(HAZWRAP) should investigate both areas in preparation for mid-summer
discussions with a DOE team that would be in Europe during that time. The areas
investigated provided a variety of sites and problems. With the U.S. Environmen-
tal Protection Agency's concurrence, the NATO/CCMS site program has se-
lected five sites in Europe suitable for technical demonstrations.
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Foreign Technology Needs Survey Reports

HAZWRAP performed a peer review of four foreign country technology needs
survey reports that were assembled by SNL. The reports were intended to
provide information on innovative foreign technologies that would support the
EM-50 mission.

HAZWRAP prepared a briefing identifying promising German environmental
technologies for possible collaborative work with the German government.
Approximately 140 foreign trip reports from FY91, FY92, and FY93 involving
approximately 200 travellers were reviewed. The reviews were performed to
determine whether the reports contained information that could be used by
EM-50 to target foreign markets for new DOE environmental technologies or to
locate new and innovative foreign technologies. HAZWRAP also reviewed the
NATO/CCMS Pilot Study Summary Report on Evaluation of Demonstrated and
Emerging Technologies for the Treatment and Cleanup of Contaminated Land
and Groundwater" for DOE-Headquarters.

Candidate Sites for Potential Demonstration

HAZWRAP' s European Office worked with European-based DoD components
to identify candidate sites for potential emerging restoration technology demon-
strations. All known DoD sites in Europe were typical of other DOE/DoD sites
in the U.S. for which existing technology was deemed appropriate. Hence, no
candidate site resulted from this work.

Possible Cooperative Research Projects Between DOE and Taiwan

The U.S. Department of State (DOS) has requested that DOE establish a
collaborative research, development, and demonstration program with the Tai-
wanese Institute for Nuclear Energy Research (INER). DOE-Oak Ridge Opera-
tions (ORO)/Energy Systems has been tasked to assemble possible cooperative
research projects in environmental management.

Accomplishments

- A draft report of examined trip reports from FY91, FY92, and FY93 was
sent to EM-523 the first week of October, and the final draft was submitted

1 week later through DOE-ORO.
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- HAZWRAP identified TTPs and technologies that could be candidates
for international collaboration. The information was forwarded to EM-54
in June 1993.

- A status briefing was held in December 1992 for DOE Data Acquisitions
Systems/Technology Development. Possible areas of collaboration were
discussed with DOS and DOE-HQ personnel assigned to the Taiwan
initiative. Agreement was reached on initiating efforts within EM. Dis-
cussions were centered on incineration and mixed waste.

- Proposals were completed by DOE-ORO/Energy Systems for presenta-
tion to INER. Suggested areas to pursue were mixed waste research,
separation techniques for technetium and chromium, and management of

UF_ cylinders. DOE-ORO/Energy Systems assisted in finalizing the
proposal with DOE-HQ and its support staff. The proposals were pre-
sented by DOE-HQ at the 11th Coordination Council for North American
Affairs Joint Standing Committee meeting in Taiwan in October 1993.
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